Validating motor unit firing patterns extracted by EMG signal decomposition.
Motor unit (MU) firing pattern information can be used clinically or for physiological investigation. It can also be used to enhance and validate electromyographic (EMG) signal decomposition. However, in all instances the validity of the extracted MU firing patterns must first be determined. Two supervised classifiers that can be used to validate extracted MU firing patterns are proposed. The first classifier, the single/merged classifier (SMC), determines whether a motor unit potential train (MUPT) represents the firings of a single MU or the merged activity of more than one MU. The second classifier, the single/contaminated classifier (SCC), determines whether the estimated number of false-classification errors in a MUPT is acceptable or not. Each classifier was trained using simulated data and tested using simulated and real data. The accuracy of the SMC in categorizing a train correctly is 99% and 96% for simulated and real data, respectively. The accuracy of the SCC is 84% and 81% for simulated and real data, respectively. The composition of these classifiers, their objectives, how they were trained, and the evaluation of their performances using both simulated and real data are presented in detail.